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Recurring weekly on Saturdays
Sanctuary Huntsville's MakerSpace
@Sanctuary Huntsville,
3305 Governors Dr SW, 35805
Sanctuary Huntsville has introduced a
Maker Marketplace for people to sell their
creations and handcrafted items.
Time: 10am – 3pm
Cost: No Admission charged
www.sanctuaryhsv.com/marketplace-1

Oct., 14-16, '22
Charlotte's Web
@Von Braun Center Playhouse
A timeless story of friendship, directed
by Claire Christian and adapted by
Joseph Robinette, based on the book by
E.B.White this production tells the tale of
Wilbur, Fern and Charlotte, plus all the
Arable barnyard. For more information
visit www.fantasyplayhouse.org/season

Thursdays, Oct. 13-Nov. 17 '22
Stress Reduction Through
Mindfulness Training
@Mill Kat Healing Arts, Huntsville
Living with Greater Ease and Happiness in
Turbulent Times. Practice mindful stressreduction to change your life by rewiring the
way your brain responds to life's challenges.
Training consists of six 90-minute classes.
Time: 4:30-6pm
Cost: $200
clubmindfulhsv@gmail.com or 408-509-7298

Fridays through October 21, '22
Food Trailers vs Food Trucks
Food Trailers –
1st Friday of Every Month
Food Trucks –
3rd Friday of Every Month
Please visit the website for date exceptions and more information.
Time: 5-9pm
www.downtownhuntsville.org/foodtrucksandtrailers

October

Tues., Oct. 25
Pullin' for Partnership
@Madison City Schools Stadium
2nd annual Fire Truck Challenge. More
information at www.partnershipforadrug-freecommunity.org or 256-5397339
Time: 3-7pm
Sat., Oct. 29, '22
Medication Take Back
@Acros from the City of Huntsville
@Public Safety Complex
815 Wheeler Ave
@Madison City Hall 100 Hughes Road
@CVS Meridianville 12275 U.S. 231
Time: 9am-Noon

FARMERS MARKETS:
Open air markets for fresh, locally-grown
produce, herbs, flowers, meat and eggs. Additionally, artisans, musicians, cooks and other
special events. Visit each market's website to
learn more. Certain Holidays will see the markets closed. Cost is free to browse.
Saturdays until Oct. 22, '22
Outdoor Market
@Lowe Mill Arts & Entertainment
2211 Seminole Dr., 35805
Time: 11am-4pm
www.lowemill.art/outdoor-market
Thursdays until Oct., 27, '22
Greene Street Market
@Corner of 304 Eustis Ave
Time: 4-8pm
www.greenestreetmarket.com
Fridays until Nov., 11, '22
Oakwood Farms Market
@5001 Adventist Boulevard NW
Time: Noon-4pm
www.youroakwoodfarms.com
Sundays until Nov. 13, '22
Market at Midcity
@The Camp 5909 University Drive,
35806
Time: 1-5pm
www.explorethecamp.com/market
At the time this magazine went to
print, all event times and locations
for the following events were
accurate, but please check event
websites for the most current
information. Some events may
have been postponed or canceled.

Assisting senior citizens and
their families with personalized
support and companionship

Relationally
Yours

LLC

256.503.9384
JANICE KERN - Owner
janice@relationallyyours.com
relationallyyours.com
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WELCOME
TO October ,
October is here and with it comes cooler temperatures (usually)
and the first CFB rankings. For those baseball fans it also brings
on the World Series (or the Fall Classic as it was known as when
we were growing up).
We would like to welcome Huntsville Decorating Center and New
American Funding as sponsors of South Huntsville Neighbors.
Our Feature Article is Fantasy Playhouse. They are celebrating
their 62nd year of performances. They are a Huntsville institution and their article reflects the past, present and future.

FEEDBACK/IDEAS/SUBMISSIONS:
Have feedback, ideas or submissions? We are always happy to hear from you!
Deadlines for submissions are the 8th of each month.
Go to www.bestversionmedia.com and click “Submit Content.” You may also
email your thoughts, ideas and photos to: ereich@bestversionmedia.com.

We also have an article about Microwave Dave Day and his Education Foundation. Microwave Dave has been thrilling Huntsville audiences for many years with his unique interpretations of
the blues and also his original music. His Foundation has helped
many children begin their music education.

IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS:
Emergency ............................................................................................... 911
Huntsville Police South Precinct ............................................. 256-213-4500
Huntsville City Hall ................................................................. 256-427-5000
South Huntsville Public Library ............................................... 256-881-0257
Parks and Recreation .............................................................. 256-564-8026
School District 3 ...................................................................... 256-428-6800

Danny Hall Memorial Music Scholarship
Each year the Microwave Dave Music Education Foundation selects two recipients to be awarded the Danny Hall Memorial Scholarship. The MDMEF created this scholarship program in 2019 in
memory of local musician Danny Hall. Through this scholarship
program, MDMEF hopes to assist and foster talented young musicians, enabling them to progress in their craft as well as in life.
The scholarship pays for one year of music lessons at Valley Conservatory. Applications for the 2023 scholarships are online at
https://microwavedavemef.org/danny-hall-memorial-musicscholarship and will be accepted through November 4, 2022.
For additional information, contact Ms. Jessica Bolling, MDMEF music scholarship coordinator at scholarship@microwave
davemef.org.

CONTENT SUBMISSION DEADLINES:
Content Due: .........................................................................Edition Date:
January 8 .................................................................................... February
February 8 ....................................................................................... March
March 8 ..............................................................................................April
April 8 ................................................................................................ May
May 6 ................................................................................................ June
June 8 .................................................................................................July
July 8 ............................................................................................. August
August 6 ................................................................................... September
September 8..................................................................................October
October 8 ..................................................................................November
November 8 .............................................................................. December
December 8 ...................................................................................January

EXPERT CONTRIBUTOR:

To learn more about becoming an expert contributor,
or sponsorship, contact Bob Druckman at
bdruckman@bestversionmedia.com or phone 256-714- 5155.
Any content, resident submissions, guest columns, advertisements and
advertorials are not necessarily endorsed by or represent the views of
Best Version Media (BVM) or any municipality, homeowners associations,
businesses or organizations that this publication serves. BVM is not
responsible for the reliability, suitability or timeliness of any content
submitted. All content submitted is done so at the sole discretion of the
submitting party. © 2022 Best Version Media. All rights reserved.

As always, we ask that you
visit our sponsors. They are
all small businesses that are
the lifeblood of our economy.

PHOTO BY MANDI COOK PHOTOGRAPHY

Dr. Charles Lee, MD
Regenesis Stem Cell Center
(256) 715-8193
www.regenesisstemcell.com

Thanks to the efforts of County Commissioner Phil Riddick and
City Council President Pro-Tem and District 3 Representative,
Dr. Jennie Robinson Huntsville’s greenway network is growing!
The City of Huntsville and Madison County Commission are
pleased to announce the grand opening of a new 12-foot wide
greenway, the Weatherly Multi-use Path. The 1.2 mile stretch
provides pedestrians and cyclists with connectivity from Aldridge Creek Greenway and Weatherly Road to South Memorial Parkway. From there, users may access Elgie’s Walk along
Haysland Road to Hobbs Road. The Weatherly Multi-use Path’s
$560,000 price tag was split evenly between the City and County.

See you next month,

Suzanne and Bob

– South Huntsville Neighbors
bestversionmedia.com
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Microwave Dave Gallaher:

Huntsville’s Own Roadrunner
Always Returns Home
By Tara Mello, C.B. Guitars
Dave Gallaher, aka Microwave Dave, has been a Huntsville staple
for four decades, but this musical aficionado who plays weekly at
places like Humphrey’s and The Nook is far more than just a local
musician. Dave has played with and opened for such music greats
as Aretha Franklin, Reba McEntire and Greg Allman.
Born in Chicago and growing up in Texas and Atlanta, Dave landed
in Huntsville in 1982 after time serving in Vietnam and at Langley
Air Force Base, studying at the Berklee School of Music, followed by
time as a working musician in Florida. It was in Huntsville that Dave
became “Microwave Dave” after briefly sitting in with the blues band
the Heart Fixers, during a performance at the Kaffeeklatsch. As the
band leader was signaling Dave to wrap it up, he couldn’t remember
his full name and said, “That was Dave, the Microwave.”
The name stuck, and about a year later, after being asked if he had
a band that could perform live during a pledge drive on WLRH,
Dave quickly assembled friend Rick Godfrey to play bass guitar
and Mike Alexander to play drums. It was 1989 and Microwave

Pictured Backrow L-R: Evan Bittner, Jeff Mello Front Row L-R: Microwave
Dave, Tara Mello, Dennis Keim
Dave and The Nukes was born. The Nukes has been together ever
since, with Dave and Rick as the mainstays and various drummers
throughout the years, including most recently, James Irvin.
Dave’s desire to become a musician came as a fourth grader while
watching a performance of a well-known Dixieland Jazz band that
performed at Longfellow Elementary School in Dallas. He was instantly entranced, launching his own musical journey on a ukulele.
He began guitar about a year later, ultimately learning how to play
more than 10 instruments. Guitar, however, has always been his
mainstay. Currently, when Dave plays around town, solo or with
The Nukes, you’ll see him performing on a variety of guitars as
well as on vocals. As a solo performer, he works his magic with a
looper, layering one guitar track over the next to create a full, rich
sound. In fact, Dave’s American Peasant album released in 2004,
was the first live blues album to feature live looping.
Dave brings a collection of guitars to every gig, and that typically
includes a couple of cigar box guitars. He caught his first glimpse of
a cigar box guitar in 2001, when The Nukes were in Memphis gigging at the same time as the International Blues Challenge. There he
saw Richard Johnson playing the drums with his feet and a unique
cigar box guitar with a broom handle neck made by John Lowe. It
was an impressive sight and resulted in Richard taking home the solo
act award. Dave was so intrigued that the next day he bought his
own “Lowebow” and proceeded to drive his bandmates crazy learning how to play it in the backseat as they drove home to Huntsville.
A couple of years later Huntsville launched its first Cigar Box Guitar Festival, where Dave, among others, performed at Lowe Mill.
The event has had a variety of organizers and other performers over
the years, but Dave has been a fixture at every event. In 2021, Jeff
and Tara Mello stepped in as the new Festival organizers. The pair
also own The Cigar Box Guitar Store, one of the first studios that
opened at Lowe Mill, taking over in 2021 from the Nickel family.
At the 18th annual event, held this past June, Dave shared the stage
with Debbie Bond, a blues guitarist and vocalist in the national
Blues Hall of Fame, along with “Radiator” Rick on keyboard and
harmonica and Darrell Tibbs on drums. Trading both lead vocals
and cigar box guitar, Dave and Debbie wowed the crowd, including on “I’m a Roadrunner, Honey.” The Nukes version became the
theme song of the Parisian soccer team PSG and a huge hit in Eu-
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rope, resulting in the band touring Europe four times during 1996.
The Mellos have shifted the Festival’s focus to a free event that
showcases the wide variety of genres that can be played on cigar
box guitar and to raise money for music education. This year they
raised $2,000, which was donated evenly to Arts Huntsville’s North
Alabama Arts Education Collaboration and the Microwave Dave
Music Education Foundation (MDMEF).

The MDMEF was founded shortly after the first Microwave Dave
Day in 2015. With the impact of hearing Dixieland Jazz that fourthgrade day at Longfellow Elementary, the importance of music in
schools has never been far from Dave’s heart. Dave has played for
school children since the 1970s, while later on The Nukes regularly
visited classrooms in Madison County. The first Microwave Dave
Day, in which Dave received a key to the city, was as much about the
community’s love of Dave as it was about Dave’s love for his community. It is held annually as the chief fundraiser for the MDMEF to
fund its Concerts in the Classroom and the Danny Hall Music Scholarship. In a partnership with Valley Conservatory, the scholarship
provides one year of music lessons for aspiring young musicians.
Concerts in the Classroom integrates music and other subjects together in a unique program for students in North Alabama. Local
musicians create lesson plans based on academic standards, then
become teachers for a day, mixing in music performance with the
learning. Each program concludes with an open discussion with the
musicians, giving youngsters the opportunity to ask questions and
interact individually.
Microwave Dave Day will be held at Stovehouse on October 16,
3:00-10:00 pm with three stages of music. Visit MicrowaveDaveMEF.org for info about the event, Concerts in the Classroom and to
submit applications for the Danny Hall Music Scholarship, which
is open until November 4. Dave’s show schedule is posted weekly
at Facebook.com/MDandNukes

bestversionmedia.com
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Bluegrass BBQ Festival
By Phil Riddick Madison County Commissioner District

Images provided by Phil Riddick

Come experience great music and tasty BBQ in a beautiful setting. The Fourth Annual Bluegrass & BBQ Festival is scheduled for Saturday, October 15 at Southside Park. Sponsored
by South Huntsville Main Association and Madison County
District 5, this family friendly event will feature three popular
bluegrass bands – Three on a String, Another Town, and Justin
& Angelica Branum – from 2 until 8 pm. Bring your lawn chairs
and come hungry as food trucks will be on site. There is no admission charge for this event.
Three on a String is one of Alabama’s most beloved bands and
have been entertaining audiences in the United States and Canada for decades. With over 20,000 performances these four entertaining guys have learned their craft and enjoy sharing their
talents with each new audience.
Another Town is an exciting Bluegrass band comprised of seasoned musicians who have worked with some of the best Bluegrass touring acts such as Volume Five, Warrior River Boys, Hurricane Creek, and The Madison County Ramblers. The band is
based on traditional bluegrass music with a modern, fresh sound.
Justin Branum is a fiddle/violin, viola, cello, mandolin, guitar,
and bass player based out of the Nashville area where he plays

on recording sessions, does road dates, produces and arranges
music. He has played in various instrument contests and has
won the Grand Master Fiddler Contest, National Fiddle Contest, Tennessee State Fiddle Championship, Tennessee State
Mandolin Championship, and the Texas State Fiddle Championship. He has played with bands and artists such as Son Volt,
Johnny Bush, Pokey LaFarge, Bobby Flores, Lee Ann Womack,
Roland White and Marty Haggard. He is a frequent guest at the
Grand Ole Opry. He and his wife Angelica currently tour and
play together.
This festival showcases all that South Huntsville and Southside Park have to offer. Whether you are taking a stroll on the
Aldridge Creek Greenway or giving your dog some exercise
at the dog park, stop in and enjoy the music in the shadows of
the foothills to the east. Kids will enjoy the playground while
adults enjoy the music, and there are even disc golf and archery
areas. You may even see South Huntsville residents roller blading, skateboarding and hula hooping!
Mark your calendars and make plans to enjoy a relaxing afternoon and evening at Bluegrass & BBQ at Southside Park
(16159 Chaney Thompson Road SE, Huntsville 32803) on Saturday, October 15 from 2-8 pm.
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What Does a Plumber Do?

By Elvis Neckles, Owner 1800 Plumber+ Air Huntsville

Just about everyone is familiar with a Plumber connecting Water
supply to homes, Installing Water Heaters, fixing leaks, clearing
clogged Drains, fixing Toilets, installing Sinks, Dishwashers, Showers, Faucets, Bathtubs, and even Garbage Disposals.
Plumbers do much more than that. Plumbers install and maintain
numerous types of piping systems found in residential and commercial properties, power plants, water treatment facilities, waste
disposal plants, factories, and medical facilities.
Hospitals, nursing homes, Dental practices and other medical facilities require the safe installation of medical gas piping. A licensed and
certified medical gas Plumber is required to perform the installation.
Patient safety depends on reliable, expertly installed medical gas
piping with built-in safety features. Oxygen is highly combustible,
so the entire system must ensure safe operation including storage
facilities, piping and delivery or use areas. Specialized tubing is required to maintain proper pressures and to prevent combustion.
The interiors of pipes must be free of certain materials such as oil or
grease. Brazing (the process of joining two metals, typically Copper
together using heat) is completed in a manner that prevents formation of scale*. An appropriate flux is used to join dissimilar materials so that joints are properly sealed, and no materials are left inside
the pipes.

Healthy Living: Many of us drink bottled water. Some of us suffer
from dry or itchy skin. Still, even more of us are concerned with a
healthy diet and lowering sodium intake.
A Plumber can install a whole-house water softening/purification
system to successfully address those concerns. With such a system
in place you can now use refillable Water Bottles-lowering your
environmental impact, cook with sodium-free Water, alleviate dry
or itchy skin, and even have whiter “whites” on laundry day.
Plumbers are highly skilled individuals. When selecting a Plumber,
make sure that they and their company are licensed and insured.
*Scale is an iron-rich film that can form on a part once it reaches high temperatures

A safely installed system includes alarms and monitoring systems to
ensure consistent pressure and indicate when storage tanks are low.
The entire system, including each joint, is checked after installation
to ensure that gas flow and pressure are consistent and unimpeded.
Natural Gas: installing natural gas at your home is dangerous and
should be done by a licensed Plumber, certified to do gas. To connect a natural gas grill to your house, for example, you need to hire a
professional. Working with gas lines is dangerous, so do not attempt
this. A licensed and certified Plumber or Gas Fitter are your best options to install your natural gas grill.
If you are designing or building the ultimate “Endless Summer”
backyard with Fire Pit, Outdoor Kitchen, and Tiki Torches, you
would also need to hire a licensed and certified Plumber to install
your natural gas lines.

VETERAN OWNED
& OPERATED

The Name You Trust for your

Plumbing and HVAC Needs
Plumbing, Cooling,
Heating and Emergency

SERVICES
C: (256) 441-6526
O: (256) 251-7522
9668 Madison Blvd., Ste. 315
Madison, AL 35758

Your Huntsville Plumbing, Heating & Cooling Professional
bestversionmedia.com
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Contested Versus Uncontested Divorces:
Which Should I Choose?

By Rebecca Winters,
Attorney-at-Law,
Rebecca Winters Law

One of the most common questions I hear is, what is the difference between an uncontested and a contested divorce. When I first
meet with potential clients ready to begin the divorce process, the
first question I ask is whether they and their spouse have agreed
to all terms, or whether they still need to decide some aspects of
their separation.

Innovative, Compassionate, Effective
1813 University Drive Suite 102
Huntsville, AL 35801
256-410-9350
www.rebeccawinterslaw.com
rebecca@rebeccawinterslaw.com
Divorce • Custody • Modifications • Adoptions

Some couples often choose to separate amicably and agree on all aspects of their separation. This is a typical uncontested divorce and is
usually a much quicker process than a contested divorce. A couple
can choose an uncontested divorce whether they have little to separate
or even if they have child custody to decide and property to divide.
This process is best used by parties who can come to an agreement on
every part of their separation and division of assets and debts. During
the uncontested divorce process, the parties have often already discussed what their post-divorce life will look like. They have decided
who will keep the home, how they will divide debts and assets, and
even how visitation with their minor children. Usually, an uncontested divorce keeps you out of the courtroom. A lot of couples believe
that they will be unable to agree, however, with some attorney guidance there is usually a good chance in most cases that the couple is
closer to an agreement than they believed, and they can actually come
to an agreement and avoid costly litigation.
A contested divorce action is one where the couple does not see
eye to eye on the division of assets and debts, nor the child custody arrangement. This is usually the most complicated and expensive types of divorce, and they may last many months or years. A
contested divorce means you need the assistance of a third party, a
judge, to decide what happens with your assets, debts, money and
even your child. This type of divorce is the most lengthy and costly.
Another option for couples who do not want to go through the
lengthy contested divorce process but who aren’t completely agreeable on all aspects of their separation is to attempt the mediation
process. A mediator is a trained third party who does not represent
either party, however, they remain neutral and try to advise both
parties of their options and what they can probably expect based on
their situation.
Whichever course a couple chooses to take, couples need to remember that each situation is different with unique circumstances.
It is important to remember that each case will not have the same
outcome, as every situation is different, lawyers are different, and
judges are different. You should to speak with an attorney to help
you successfully navigate the process in a way that is best for you
and your situation.
Disclaimer: This article is not intended to give legal advice and
is for general knowledge purposes only. No representation is
being made that the quality of legal services to be performed
is greater than the quality of legal services to be performed by
other attorneys.
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Claims to Avoid in Real Estate Marketing
By Darin Windham, Realtor, Key Finders Group RE/Max Alliance
A few real estate agents make unproven claims in marketing. But
instead of attracting new clients, these statements can put reputations at risk. Here are the top claims that real estate pros should
never make without proof.

Claim #1 – The best.
What does this claim really mean? When an agent says they're the
"Top REALTOR®" in any given city, there are usually hundreds of
others making the same subjective claim. That's why it always falls
on stony ground unless you include proof.

Claim #2 – The specialist.
If you describe yourself as a neighborhood specialist, be sure you
know what buyers will want to know. Potential clients can research
and dispel any inaccurate statements easily. For example, if the
neighborhood is approximately 5 years old, and you haven’t sold
or listed a single home in the area, the “specialist” claim won’t go
very far.

Claim #3 – The fastest growing.
This is one of the most abused claims in any industry. Agents
should be specific and provide the background to show it's legitimate, such as a graph that displays their sales figures for the past
three to five years. Be careful of how you approach marketing your
growth, don’t just make blanket statements.

Darin can be contacted at 256-652-9032
or darin@keyfindersgroup.com
“Happy Clients Are The Key To Our Success"

Claim #4 – The highest customer satisfaction.

Did you call and ask previous clients if they were satisfied? Or is
this statement based on online reviews? If you make this claim,
provide the background, such as a link to your reviews.

The takeaway
The words “top,” “best,” and “specialist” are frequently abused in
real estate marketing. Many Realtors have beaten these dramatic
claims to death. Consumers do like flowery speech and if I were
buying/selling, I would love to know that my Realtor is the best.
But as a consumer, I can tell you – give me what I want – tell me
what you are the best at!

DARIN WINDHAM
REALTOR
256.652.9032
darin@keyfindersgroup.com
www.KeyfindersGroup.com

HAPPY CLIENTS THE KEY TO OUR SUCCESS!
bestversionmedia.com
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FHA Versus Conventional Loans: Key Differences

By Michelle Shelton,
New American Funding

When it comes to selecting a home loan, there are several loan
types to consider. Two of the most common are an FHA loan and
a Conventional loan. Each loan type operates a bit differently and
qualification requirements for one versus the other can vary. Also,
these are only two of the various home mortgage options that are
available to homebuyers. If you are a first time homebuyer, buying
a second home or buying a vacation home, your options can vary.
But for many homebuyers, comparing FHA vs. Conventional is a
good place to start.

FHA vs. Conventional Loan Types: Which is Right for Me?
An FHA Loan allows for lower credit scores and can be easier
to qualify for than a Conventional Loan. However, Conventional
loans may not require mortgage insurance with a large enough
down payment. The benefit of FHA vs. Conventional comes down
to the individual needs of the borrower.
With conventional loans, you are required to pay for mortgage
insurance for down payments under 20%. With FHA loans,
mortgage insurance is required regardless of the down payment
amount. Credit score requirements vary for conventional loans
and FHA loans.

FHA vs Conventional Loans Comparison:
Conventional 97 Loan
Minium Down Payment: 3.00%
Minimum Credit Score: 620
Maximum debt-to-income ratio: 45%
Loan limit for 2022 (in most areas): $647,200
Income limit: No income limit
Minimum out-of-pocket contribution: 0% (Down payment and
closing costs can be 100% gift funds, grants, or loan)
Mortgage insurance: Monthly payments are required if you have a
down payment of less than 20%, but generally, the insurance auto
terminates when your loan-to-value ratio reaches 78%
FHA Loan
Minimum Down Payment: 3.50%
Minimum Credit Score: 500
Maximum debt-to-income ratio: 57%
Loan limit for 2022 (in most areas): $420,680
Income limit: No income limit
Minimum out-of-pocket contribution: 0% (Down payment and
closing costs can be 100% gift funds, grants, or loan)
Mortgage insurance: Upfront Mortgage Insurance Premium required, which may be paid in full at loan closing or financed over
the life of the loan. For loans with loan-to-value ratio greater than
90%, a monthly mortgage insurance premium is required for the
life of the loan. For loans with LTV ratio equal to or less than 90%,
monthly mortgage insurance is required for 11 years.
*Higher down payment may be required for credit scores below 580
CONTINUED ON BOTTOM OF NEXT PAGE
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Huntsville Decorating Center

By Bob Druckman, Publisher South Huntsville Neighbors

Established in 1977, Huntsville Decorating Center is a second generation business. The
decorating team led by Terry Campbell and his son-in-law Ralph Atwater, has the most
experienced staff in mixing paint, stains and caulking. After 45 years and counting, you
know they are doing it right.
They are dealers of Benjamin Moore paint products. Benjamin Moore is well known
for its high quality products and is a preferred choice of painter’s, both DIY’ers and
professionals.

Benjamin Moore’s focus
has always been on improving the product. Their commitment to
reducing VOC emissions is an industry standard. They have paints that are Allergy and
Asthma friendly and paints that are certified
by US Green Building Council.

Photos by Mandi Cook Photography

Huntsville Decorating Center is not just a
place that sells Benjamin Moore. They have
a team of designers that can help you choose
the right combinations for your home. As a
matter of fact, every Wednesday they offer
free decorating services.
Huntsville Decorating Center also offers a
full line of Hunter Douglas blinds, wallpaper
products, outstanding carpeting selections
and hardwood floors. They are truly a one
stop shop.

FHA vs. Conventional Loans: Key Differences
FHA loans require mortgage insurance regardless of down payment amount, compared to
conventional loans where you need mortgage insurance for down payments under 20%.
FHA mortgage insurance payments will be the same regardless of your credit score.

Terry Campbell owner of Huntsville Decorating Center says it best, "As an independently owned store we can offer you a level
of service you thought no longer existed,
while supporting the local community. We
are proud to deliver the kind of specialized
attention and help that you simply won’t find
in larger chain stores. Our professional staff
are trained specialists whose experience and
helpful advice will ensure the success of every project.”

FHA Loans
• Lower credit scores allowed

FREE DECORATING SERVICE
Every Wednesday

• More rigid property standards
• Somewhat higher down payment needed
• Monthly mortgage insurance required for the life of the loan on mortgages where
the LTV exceeds 90%. For loans where LTV is less than or equal to 90%, monthly
mortgage insurance premiums required for 11 years
Conventional Loans
• Higher credit score needed (at least 620)
• Slightly smaller down payments allowed
• Private Mortgage Insurance (PMI) is required for down payments less than 20%
• More liberal property standards
Disclaimer: Broker Solutions, Inc. dba New American Funding. NMLS #6606 www.nmlsconsumeraccesss.
org. Corporate office 14511 Myford Rd., Suite 100, Tustin, CA 92780. Phone: (800) 450-2010. This is not
a loan commitment or guarantee of any kind. Loan approval and rate are dependent upon borrower credit,
collateral, financial history, and program availability at time of origination. Rates and terms are subject
to change without notice. [10/2022].

If you would like to discuss loan options, please give me a call.

Terry Campbell

HUNTSVILLE
DECORATING CENTER
256.536.4479
huntsvilledecorating@gmail.com
816 Regal Drive, S.W., Huntsville, AL

bestversionmedia.com
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Make Your Kitchen Work For You
By Carolyn Kimbro, Peachtree Interior Design
The number one room of the house that our firm is contacted about
renovating is the kitchen. In recent years kitchens have trended towards becoming the center of the home. How many times have
you had people over and everyone ended up standing around in the
kitchen, despite you having a living room set up for guests? If your
home is anything like mine, then the answer is every time.
As homes are being renovated many people are looking to make
changes in their kitchens to make them function better for their
families and lifestyle. When you begin your kitchen remodel, consider these storage tips to add function without compromising the
overall look.
First, add an island or peninsula to maximize storage and seating options without taking away from the overall aesthetic of a kitchen. An
island is a great option for a home with an open floor plan. They give
the opportunity to have a child, spouse or friends sit to chat while
you cook. An island also has the bonus feature of being easy to move
around, making this a great option for a family that enjoys hosting.
Don’t have the kitchen space? A peninsula has many of the same
features without the need for the extra square footage in your kitchen.
Next, let’s turn our attention to the upper cabinets in your home.
These can often feel heavy or closed in, especially in a smaller

www.peachtreeinterior.com
hello@peachtreeinterior.com

256.861.6822

DESIGNING
DREAMS

CURATOR OF CUSTOM TRAVEL

"What's on YOUR
"Bucket List"?

kitchen. Floating shelves or cabinets with glass doors are both visually pleasing options that won’t limit the much-needed storage. You
will have the perfect location to display your dishes and cookbooks,
instead of tucking them away behind closed doors of traditional
upper cabinets. Both floating shelves and glass doors provide an
effortless decorative element to your kitchen.
Finally, consider adding deep drawers to your cabinets for additional storage. While having open or glass door upper cabinets are aesthetically pleasing, sometimes there are items you may not want on
display. Adding drawers instead of cabinets provides more usable
space for the everyday items, such as pots and pans or Tupperware.
Drawers allow for an organized approach to storage, and you can see
everything without having to blindly reach into the back of a cabinet.
If you are looking to renovate your home, follow my three tips to
maximize the function of your kitchen for your family or give our design team a call to create a kitchen specific for your individual needs.
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It’s Wedding Engagement Season! Are You Ready?
By Nastasha V. Verkest, Owner Tave Weddings and Events
Wedding Engagements Season typically happens between the
months of November through February. It’s no coincidence that
it’s also the start of the Holiday Season. This is because it gives
the newly engaged couple an opportunity to share the experience with family and friends as they gather for the Holidays.
There’s nothing more nostalgic than a Proposal happening at
the stroke of Midnight on New Year’s or a romantic evening
out on Valentine’s Day ending the night with popping the
champagne and “The Question.” However you choose to ask
the Love of your Life to Marry You, there are some essential
elements to creating a memorable flawless Proposal.

The Ring
The Ring is one of the most essential elements of an Engagement. From the moment it’s slid on that Ring Finger, it will be
admired endlessly by all that catches a glimpse of its sparkle
where that finger once sat bare. With infinite choices of ring
styles, it doesn’t have to be overwhelming or so expensive that
you may consider selling off your beloved
Star Wars Collectables
to pay for it. There
are many options that
are unique, timeless,
and budget friendly.
There are also many
alternatives to diamonds such as natural
gemstones that have
all of the glitz and
sparkle of a diamond,
but without the heavily commercialized
price tag. There are
no rules you must
adhere to when se-

lecting the ring. In fact, many modern couples are opting to
shop for the ring together, so they are on the same page with
style and cost. If you’re more of a traditionalist, then perhaps
you will use a family heirloom or shop for a ring based on your
soon-to-be Fiancé's style. No matter the route you go to select
the ring, keep in mind that it will be a permanent symbol and
have special meaning between the two of you.

Down On Bended Knee or Plastered on a Jumbotron at
The Game? So Many Options!
Perhaps you envisioned getting down on one knee. Looking up
at your surprised Fiancé’s face; as her eyes begin filling with
joyful tears and you holding a tiny box with a carefully selected
ring inside awaiting that, “Yes! I will Marry You!”. Or maybe
you picture this Grand Production that includes a Flash Mob
dancing and singing the lyrics to Bruno Mars, “Marry You” in
the middle of Times Square in New York City. Your Proposal
will be a moment that not only changes your lives, but it will be
a moment that will be replayed all over each time someone asks
how he/she “Popped the Question.” If it’s going to be a surprise
Proposal, ensure your Fiancé is looking their best especially if
photography or video is involved. Ensure they have on an outfit
they feel confident and beautiful in, their hair is styled, and
nails are well manicured (because everyone will be looking at
that Ring Finger!).

Hire A Professional? Yay or Nay?
Hiring a Professional to assist in creating that special moment,
can save you cost, time, and alleviate unnecessary stress so
you can focus on creating your Forever Moment. Many Wedding Professionals offer discounts for using them for multiple
Events surrounding your Wedding. Consider hiring a Professional Photographer to capture the Proposal. Those photos can
be used to send out Announcements or Save-the-Dates and save
cost on a separate Engagement photo session. Cheers to Love,
Laughter and your soon-to-be Happily Ever After!

Creating a Unique, Memorable
and Stress-Free Experience
Nastasha V Verkest
Certified Wedding Planner

EVENT PLANNING
AND DESIGN
256-617-9506 • weddingbellsnv@yahoo.com • taveweddingandevents.com
bestversionmedia.com
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Closing My Pool

By Ron Hicks, General Manager Pool Scouts Of Huntsville

As you feel the crispness in the air, you
know winter is near. You enjoy children
racing in from school to nestle in for family fun. You are reminiscing about all the
family memories made with the dipping
of toes in your sparkling clean pool. You
remembered the belly flops and cannonball
contest you went to for the gold. As you
prepare for a seasonal swimming pool hibernation, you begin to take your seasonal
victory lab.
The beauty of living in the Tennessee Valley area is our pool-friendly weather for
over 70% of the year. Having more beautiful warm days gives you options to continue enjoying your family fun in the pool
much longer than average homeowners.
With these options, you might have an important question:

When should you close your pool?
Most Tennessee Valley homeowners close
their pools in late September and early October due to our 60-degree weather. Preparing your pool for closure is an individual decision. Closing your pool depends on
your preferences and comfort level. Here
are a few benefits to closing your pool to
prepare for the winter season:

PRO

• Reduce the chances of corrosion or
scale build-up – Corrosion and rust
are common problems with pool equipment. There are simple steps to slowing
down this process. With routine maintenance and balanced water chemistry,
you can significantly reduce the effect
of corrosion or scale build-up.

OF

Enjoy a thicker, g
OOF greener,

, healthier lawn!
call for your free estimate

256-658-0052

or request a quote online at
www.spring-green.com

Fertilization and Weed Control
Insect and Grub Control • Core Aeration
Free Service Calls • 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed
Licensed, Professional Technicians
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• Prevent pipes and equipment from
freezing damage – Protecting the lifespan of your pool is vital, and winterizing your swimming pool protects the
homeowner from unnecessary damage
due to cold or freezing conditions. Winterizing your pool eliminates the risk of
plumbing lines freezing and bursting
when the pool is closed. Adding a safety cover is the first step of the process.
• Eliminating or decreasing algae and
other harmful bacteria from breeding in your pool – Algae grows reasonably quickly; it takes approximately 24
hours to move from the pool's steps to
the outer rim. Algae grow when there
is poor filtration, out-of-balance water,

low or inconsistent chlorine levels, or
poor water circulation.
• The potential to save money by reducing the electricity cost during the offseason – A professional pool company
can revitalize your pool faster and with
accuracy and state-of-the-art chemical
testing. You can save hundreds of dollars
by winterizing your pool professionally
and letting your pool company perform
monthly chemical checks, eliminating
the need to run your filters and other
equipment during the off-season. This
simple pool maintenance routine will reduce your electric bill drastically.
• Eliminating the increase in costly pool
repairs and saving time during the
reopening seasons – With a few proactive steps, you can eliminate unnecessary maintenance, the cost of replacing
equipment, the risk of health concerns,
and time away from family.
Suppose the weather is unbearably cold for
some time during the year; it is common to
assume there is no option but to close your
pool during the off-season. This preventive
measure is especially imperative for those
without an automatic freeze protection system. However, even if you don't, you can
keep your pipes from freezing by running
your pump during freezing temperatures.
There are multiple benefits of having your
pool opened all year regardless, some of
which include the following:
• Your Landscape Aesthetic – As a pool
owner, you know how attractive your
yard looks during the summer. Looking
out the window and seeing a gray sky and
a large pool cover is a dreary reminder
that summertime fun is over. Imagine
looking outside to see your beautiful,
crystal-clear pool surrounded by snow—
an undeniably more pleasant view.
• Swim All Year – An even better reason
to keep your pool open all year. If you
already have a pool heater or plan to
purchase one, you'll have a much more
enjoyable winter. Who says swimming
is only allowed during the summer?
News flash: Swimming is fun regardless of the season, and it's an excellent
way to make sure your family stays active while having fun.
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• Save Money – If you keep your pool open all year, you'll avoid
the hefty pool-winterization bill and the just-as-hefty poolopening bill a few months later.

Get to Know the Dryer
Vent Squad of Huntsville
By Trent Iley, Owner Dryer Vent Squad of Huntsville

• Avoid Possible Complications – If you're a pool owner, you're
probably used to dealing with at least one obstacle or setback
during the opening and closing seasons. Unfortunately, problems arise and pile on when you don't lay eyes on your pool for
months at a time. With our recurring services, nothing can stand
in the way of your next cannonball contest! Continued maintenance ensures smooth sailing when it's time to jump back in.

What got you into the business?
Well I saw a need and I wanted to fill it. I have always had an entrepreneurial spirit but couldn’t find that one thing that was me. I used
to be in the cyber security world working from home. I needed this
service done and there really wasn’t a company that specialized in
it. I felt like I was overcharged and underserviced so I thought “there
has to be a better way” and I found it with the Dryer Vent Squad.

• Stay Ready for Swim Season – If you're not swimming all
year, you'll be able to jump in as soon as the sun comes out. If
you are, the pool party never has to end!

What makes you different from the others?
Dryer vent cleaning and repair is all we do. Our certification is
not an HVAC certification which really sets us apart. We aren’t an
HVAC company and don’t want to be an HVAC company. HVAC
ducts don’t accumulate lint build up. They get dust, dander, mold,
et cetera. Dryer vents get that plus lint build up. Lint is flammable
and can catch fire quick and easily. You don’t have to worry so much
with that on HVAC systems.

• Cleanliness – Pools are easier to keep clean during the cooler
months because cold temperatures make it harder for algae to
grow. Ongoing light maintenance of your uncovered pool will
prevent you from having to clean a green, full-of-debris pool.
• Pool Scouts Specialty – Believe it or not, Pool Scouts specializes in year-round pool maintenance. Like always, your satisfaction guarantee is our priority.
Having your swimming pool available will allow you to save on
pool maintenance, but you will not save money on chemicals as
you will have to use them year-round. Your water and electricity expenses will not decrease as you use both commodities year-round.
As a pool owner, you must consider your needs to choose the best
approach. Both methods boast advantages and disadvantages. Regardless of your choice, you are now equipped with the knowledge
to maintain your pool's lifespan and continue making memories.
This information will help you decide what's best for you and your
family.
Remember, with either choice, your friends at Pool Scouts of
Huntsville can help you winterize your pool or ensure it's ready
for the yearly plunge. When you are ready to tuck your swimming
pool in for a long winter's nap, here are a few services Pool Scouts
of Huntsville can offer:
• Ensuring your swimming pool has the optimal water levels to
prepare for the off-season.
• Performing periodic water chemistry checks to maintain maximum results.

What is your certification?
Our certification comes from the Chimney Safety Institute of America. Immediately, that makes you think of fire safety. We are certified
Dryer Exhaust technicians. We make sure old and new construction
meets code and make the necessary changes to the vent system to
keep the family safe.
What is included in your cleaning process?
We use the latest in dryer cleaning technology and tools to get the
job done right the first time. When we arrive at the house, we start
with a visual inspection of the duct and external exhaust cap, as well
as the washer hoses for damage. We then proceed with a camera to
get some before pictures and an inspection of the interior of the pipe
for rust or damage, et cetera. We then will use the best brushes and
hoses to get the pipes like brand new. We don’t leave the job until it
is how we would want our vent to look like. We also clean inside the
dryer and behind the washer and dryer.
Why Dryer Vent Squad?
Dryer vent cleaning isn’t something “else” we do. It is all we do and
we do it right. You don’t call your general physician to pull a tooth
do you? The physician could probably do it but don’t you want the
expert to do it? You call the expert in the business to save money and
have it done right.

• Provide equipment maintenance and repair.
• Prepare your pool for upcoming weather conditions.
• No contracts are required.

Keep Your Dryer Vents Clean
AVOID HOME FIRES!

• Satisfaction Guaranteed is our priority.
A dedicated Pool Scout Technician can provide prompt service(s)
that will help you maintain the family's pride and joy, a beautiful
sparkling clean pool. Pool Scout of Huntsville is committed to providing our community with excellent services with a smile, Scout's
honor.
For More Information Contact Ron Hicks at 256-863-3718 or
Huntsville@poolscouts.com

To Schedule Service Call:

(256)715-2030
Dryer Vent Squad
of Huntsville
huntsville@dryerventsquad.com
dryerventsquad.com/huntsville
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New Futures an�
Family Values
By Stephen Tyler Davis, Artistic Director
Fantasy Playhouse Children’s Theater and Academy
Photos by Mandi Cook Photography

Back L-R: Aria Brown as Tinker Bell and Lydia Lemon as Fantasy from Fantasy Playhouse
Front L-R: Norah Davis as Princess Pancake and Kate Hughes as Wilbur from Charlotte's Web
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Fantasy Playhouse Children’s Theatre and Academy
takes a new direction that could transform family
arts, entertainment, and tourism in Huntsville.
Fantasy Playhouse Children's Theater and Academy,
is a family. A family with all the characters, adventures, growing pains, and big plans for the future
you might find in a real familial unit. Affectionately
known as “Fantasy Family,” it is made of actors, directors, technicians, artists, teachers, volunteers, and
a dedicated staff. This family’s community impact is
downright magical. If you volunteer – you’re in. Take
a class – you’re in. If you perform in a show – you’re
in. No matter how you engage, you can consider yourself a member of the "Fantasy Family" and the group
is growing all the time. What does this family look like
at one of the oldest arts organizations in Huntsville?
For starters, it’s a sea of purple, orange, and green stars
that line the hallway, mirrored by decades of colorful
production photos of every children’s story you can
imagine. It means “I can’t, it’s tech week” black tshirts passing you by. It means local actor Alma walking through the rehearsal studio doors for A Christmas Carol, only to quickly scoop up her grandson Kai
who plays an urchin in the play. She also steals a hug
from her daughter Megan who plays Mrs. Cratchit this
year. You also might see whole family units, or fatherdaughter duos performing on stage together. It’s Momma Jo scurrying backstage making sure costumes are
in order and mouths are fed between a matinee and
evening performances. It’s aunts, uncles, grandparents,
and neighbors who hustle to make sure that students
make their classes on time.It’s staff members Emily
and Aria sharing information about upcoming events
under a big purple tent during a local arts festival. It’s
Willem starring in the Broadway National Tour of Anastasia and all of his Huntsville childhood theatre buddies gathering to support him at the Von Braun Center.
It’s Enitza translating a registration form for a Spanishspeaking family who is auditioning for the first time.
It’s Stephen Tyler coming home after years of working
professionally to help continue a magical legacy and
watch his niece grow up through the program as he
did. It’s a place where kids who may not feel like they
belong can feel welcome.It's is a place for families to
make memories on stage and off, and if you don’t have
family – well, now you do. It’s intergenerational. It’s
teamwork. It’s collaboration. It’s kindness and care for
the community through creativity. That is “Fantasy
Family” and the impact of this family has been strong.
As they honor their 60-year legacy this organization
is taking enormous steps towards their future and if
all goes as planned, it could completely transform the
family arts and tourism scene in Huntsville.
If you’re a Huntsvillian, chances are you’ve heard of
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Norah Davis as Princess Pancake and Stephen Tyler Davis,
Artistic Director Fantasy Playhouse

Aria Brown as Tinker Bell

Fantasy Playhouse Children’s Theatre and Academy (or FPCTA).
A one-stop shop for family arts, this organization produces fabulous theatrical productions, offers classes and camps for preschool
through adults, and provides a menu of accessible arts programs to
meet any child from 3 to 103 where they are. How do they do it? Why
do they do it? And how will the leadership, staff, and volunteers ensure their impact grows sustainably for the next 60 years and beyond?

“We set new values as an organization. We have them posted all over
the building, and we turn to them for daily reminders when we are
met with challenges. We now offer health insurance benefits for our
employees, and we are revamping handbooks for best practices for
policies and procedures. New programs and special events. We are
launching a Technical Theatre Learning Lab powered by STE(A)M.
Our Academy serves more students than it ever has. As the veil lifts
from COVID, there is a new vibrancy. We have expanded our staff and
programming and the new building represents a new chapter of Fantasy Playhouse that will honor our legacy and provide pathways for
future generations.” The building represents a fresh chapter of Fantasy
Playhouse that will honor our legacy and provide new pathways for
future generations.

They have some big ideas
In 1961 twenty local Huntsville parents formed a new community
group with the dream of creating quality children’s theatre entertainment in North Alabama. They sought to bring fantastical fairy
tales to life on stage and they did just that. Now in their 62nd season, FPTCA embarks on a new dream of continuing their legacy
by expanding productions, education, and outreach programs to
provide arts access for all. Reaching over 30k families annually as
the largest children’s theatre in the region, this North Alabama institution is bursting at the seams and ready to make moves toward
a brand new 35,700 square-foot arts facility that will transform
Huntsville’s theatre scene. On the corner of Holmes and Triana
stands a purple marquee announcing the future home of FPCTA.
Right now that’s all that stands, but not for long. With hopes to
break ground soon, the board of directors have tasked the organization to plant seeds and grow, grow, and grow the programs at
their current location on Long Avenue. And when the new building comes, there will be lots of room to bloom.
“We had great momentum for the new building, with plans to hopefully open in 2023, but then COVID shut everyone down and the
costs of construction skyrocketed,” says Karen Mockenstern, Executive Director. “It gave us time to pause as an organization and really
self-reflect, consider who we are and who we want to be. These have
been tough but important conversations.”
Step one: the board, staff, and volunteers united to adopt a new
set of guiding core values that clearly focus on kindness, care,
and inclusion.
bestversionmedia.com

Step two: The FPCTA Board challenged Mockensturm to focus on
construction fundraising while continuing to grow FPCTA programming as much as possible prior to new building construction.
In the spirit of growth and new futures, FPCTA hired Stephen Tyler
Davis to join the leadership team as the new Artistic Director. He
returns to Huntsville after a 15-year career in New York City as a
director, writer, performer, program manager, and professor at Sarah Lawrence College (a prestigious liberal arts campus just north
of Manhattan that has been named top 25 U.S. Theatre Programs
in the Princeton Review for decades). Growing up through FPCTA
programming, he was the perfect fit for the newly expanded leadership team. Davis oversees creative direction, mainstage productions, and community engagement, working with an exceptional
army of volunteers that are the true magic makers. "I love being
back. I get to continue this important legacy, do what I love, and be
near my family. Also, Huntsville is awesome! I love this city, the
people,and the progressive direction we are headed. I want to be a
part of it." Davis also gets a thrill from watching his three-year-old
niece Norah Davis grow up through FPCTA as an academy student
and lover of Uncle Stephen’s new immersive breakfast theatre experience Princess Pancakes.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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Kate Hughes as Wilbur from Charlotte's Web

Lydia Lemon as Fantasy from Fantasy Playhouse

FPCTA has always been best known for their theatre productions
and the 62nd season is expected to be as magical as ever. Kicking
off with E.B. White’s Charlotte’s Web in October directed by Claire
Mitchell Christian with a barnyard filled with quirky animal characters as puppets created by Ethan Mitchell. Of course, the holiday
season would never be complete without the annual Huntsville favorite A Christmas Carol, a FPCTA 30-year tradition. In the spring,
a newly spun adaptation of a classic fairytale titled Snow White and

the 7 Littles will be presented, written, and directed by Stephen
Tyler Davis. Rounding out the season is a remount of the popular Tinkerbell (directed by FPCTA alum, Kendra Kizer the Spellbound fairy godmother and “Fantasy kid”) which will take place at
the Huntsville Botanical Gardens. All of this Davis oversees with
the help of co-pilot, board member and childhood FPCTA friend
Joanna Broad White along with their volunteer driven Production
Management Council.
When Davis joined the team he wasted no time rolling out a new
program that FPCTA had wanted to move on for a while – Sensory
Friendly Performances. Bringing his passion for arts accessibility
and FPCTA values together, the organization teamed up with Tourism ALLabama to add an additional performance for each production
that will specifically welcome families with members on the autism
spectrum or with other special access issues. The actors and volunteers are briefed on possible challenges serving differently abled audiences. The added special performances will also lower sound effects,
keep house lights dim, and distribute special sensory kits. These kits
donated by Tourism ALLabama contain fidget toys, weighted blankets, and headphones for patrons to feel more comfortable as they enjoy live performances. To take the experience a step further, Tourism
ALLabama has partnered with Doubletree Suites by Hilton to allow
families with proof of disability to travel to Huntsville, stay overnight
in their hotel, enjoy a continental breakfast, then attend the live sensory-friendly FPCTA production all for free! Eligible families can
sign up at www.fantasyplayhouse.org/sensory-friendly-performances
Davis and Community Engagement Coordinator Ariana Brown
(who is also FPCTA's resident Tinker Bell) initiated a new community partnership with Dragon’s Forge Cafe, the fantastical coffee shop at Lowe Mill owned and operated by Bruce and Jennie
Caudle. Starting in September, the partners launched Princess Pancakes, an immersive theater experience for ages 3 and up to meet
their favorite storybook princesses. Beyond the delicious pancakes,
they learn about self-confidence, the power of positivity, and respect for self and others through music, dance, and storytelling.
For the first event Cinderella, Elsa, Anna, Tinkerbell, and Rapunzel served young Huntsville Princesses with breakfast catered and
hosted by Dragon’s Forge Cafe. The partners also will produce a
new Murder Mystery immersive theater experience for adults in
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November. Murder, mayhem, a fine dining experience, and a Meadery next door!
What more could you ask for? Space is limited for these events, so keep an eye on
FantasyPlayhouse.org to snatch one of the 48 seats before they are gone.
FPCTA has dedicated the last decade to expanding its award winning educational programming, offering classes and private lessons to students aged
3-adults in everything from Improv to Shakespeare to musical theater showcases. Under Education Director Candice Cooper, FPCTA has created a tuition assistance and scholarship program: "We believe that all children should
have access to the transformational power of theater arts education that our
classes and campus promote, regardless of their families financial status."
FPCTA knows that not all of its students may become theater professionals, but they will be all be served by the self-confidence and communication
skills they master at FPCTA. Cooper adds, "We call it "Learning Life Skills
through Stage Skills." The growth of FPCTA's educational programming is a
powerful compliment to its founders artistic legacy of live children's theater.
The FPTCA education department also has exciting plans for a new Fine
Arts Preschool. Teaching Artist and Music Therapist Meagan Mclaughlin
steps into the role as Preschool Coordinator to create this one-of-a-kind curriculum. The specialized program will combine theater arts learning, early
childhood educational benchmarks, and STE(A)M. Young imaginative minds
will be guided through a creative arts-based foundation for academic success
and early reading engagement in preparation for Kindergarten. The FPCTA
curriculum includes acting classes, creative movement, music therapy, yoga,
mixed media processing, developing critical thinking skills, and more. Space
for this new Spring ‘23 rollout is also limited. If you have a gifted kiddo who
loves creativity this might be the answer for your family’s preschool plan.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20

Norah Davis as Princess Pancake
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Karen Mockensturm, Executive Director

Emily Rodrick, Marketing and Public Relations Director

Photos by Emily Rodrick

Stephen Tyler Davis, Artistic Director Fantasy Playhouse

Did you get all that?
With this exciting expansion plan, the sky's the limit for Fantasy Playhouse Children’s Theater and Academy and it is clear their impact is not just in the arts.
The corner of Holmes and Triana will soon be their new home, but not without
all hands on deck from the Huntsville community. They seek more local groups
to help fund this incredible legacy project. Which local businesses, contributors,
and donors will join the cause to build this new fully accessible theater, academy,
and event venue? Is it you? Will your company give the push to open the art space
where not just young artists, but Huntsville’s future engineers, lawyers, doctors,
and scientists will learn creative problem solving, collaboration, communication,
and all the many gifts that arts education provides? Fantasy Playhouse Children’s
Theater and Academy needs us to keep making magic and continue the monumental impression they have had on our community. Let’s give back. Won’t you be the
next to join the Fantasy Family?

Local Family
Owned
Business

YOUR PATH TO LESS STRESS
“We Save You Time So You Can Spend It On What Matters Most”

Standard Cleaning, Deep Cleaning,
Move In/Move Out/ Post Renovation
We Also Clean Carpets, Pressure Wash And Clean Windows
Licensed ✦ Bonded ✦ Background Checked ✦ Drug Screen
STRESS FREE GUARANTEE - If You Don’t Like The Clean,
We Will Make It Right No Extra Charge

www.theallcleanteam.com
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Owner
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The ELM Foundation
By Missy Hanks, Executive Director of The ELM Foundation
When South Huntsville residents John and Helen Nolan started The
ELM Foundation in 2012, they never dreamed the impact it would
have in ten short years. ELM is an acronym for "Expect Little Miracles." We create those "little miracles" through grants to individuals
who are doing the best they can and who simply need a little help
removing barriers to success.
ELM has funded over $1 million in grants in ten years to more than
300 highly-motivated individuals. Each grant is a "little miracle.”
While many agencies define poverty as a lack of resources and direct
their efforts toward providing those resources, we believe poverty is
defined as broken relationships. Real relationships inspire accountability and lead to progress. At ELM, our case manager helps identify
root causes of poverty and works with participants to overcome significant barriers to self-sufficiency. She holds participants accountable and celebrates their successes.
Messie and her son, Johsias, were the first ELM participants. Messie
is an African refugee who escaped a violent marriage with her young
son. She received her Certified Nursing Assistant training and then
her RN from Calhoun with tuition funding and housing grants from
ELM. She is now employed full-time as a nurse at Emory Medical
Center and has purchased a home. ELM helped Johsias with college
applications and ACT preparation as he neared high school graduation. He received a full scholarship to Amherst and is now in his third
year of medical school at the University of San Francisco.
The ELM Foundation was founded to end generational poverty by
helping individuals and families become economically independent,
free from government assistance, able to pay their bills on time, and
save for the future. This is hard work, and we know we can't do it
alone. Therefore, we use a collaborative case management model and
work with multiple community organizations to create wrap-around
development plans that open doors to economic independence.
ELM extended its collaborative approach to the community through
our Community Connections project in 2019. We have built a network of churches, corporations, and community leaders that work
together to create real solutions to poverty, reshaping attitudes and
approaches, while creating practices that target root causes. We use

Roadside Plus
Private . Ground . Transport .

CharityTracker, a web-based tool that helps over 300 community organizations share resources and information, coordinate client case
management, and reduce duplication of services. It also helps agencies set and track client goals and report outcomes, so we know what
is really working.
For the past ten years, ELM has not only been creating “little miracles” in the lives of its participants, but it has also been helping the
community “give better” by focusing on effort-based service delivery
through a partnership with the national True Charity Initiative. This
affiliation is designed to help agencies and donors fund what really
makes a difference in the lives of people in need.
Since 2012, ELM has impacted individuals, agencies, and community funders by challenging how we fight poverty as a community.
To find out how you can help create more “little miracles,” please
visit www.elmhsv.org.

“Emergency Care When You Need It The Most”
Trusted Emergency Pet Care Since 1995

EMERGENCY AND CRITICAL PET CARE
We Welcome Animals Of All Varieties
State Of The Art Equipment and Facilities
OUR VETERINARIANS
Danielle Bell DVM- Associate Veterinarian
Kathryn Gaub DVM MPH- Associate Veterinarian
Kaisha Pritchett DVM- Associate Veterinarian
Paula Reisdorff DVM- Associate Veterinarian
Dawn Tucker DVM- Associate Veterinarian

We are a PRIVATE/SHARED GROUND TRANSPORTATION SERVICE

256.970.5044
www.roadsideplusllc.com
P.O. Box 716 Huntsville, Al 35804

Anything . Anytime . Anywhere .
bestversionmedia.com

SERVICES WE OFFER
✓ Pet Transport
✓ Roadside Assistance
✓ Rideshare

PHONE:

(256) 533-7600
FAX: (256) 519-6402
2112 Memorial Parkway SW
Huntsville, AL 35801
www.animalercriticalcare.com

24 Hours of Care • 7 Days a Week
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EARS. The Great Protectors
Hearing is vital to all facets of life. It is essential for maintaining
relationships and connections with family and friends and makes
it possible to engage, listen, laugh, and enjoy participation in life
events. Hearing is the sensation of sound that is detected by the ears
and turned into nerve impulses for your brain to identify and interpret. Our brain uses this information to communicate with other
people, monitor our own voices, and alert and protect us. Our ears
are “on” 24 hours a day whether we are awake or asleep. There
are no “earlids” to shut off the sense of hearing. Have you ever

Bringing Overall Well Being
To All Individuals Including Kids
Brittni Moreno
info@britfithwf.com
678-989-7155
www.britfithwf.com
"There are three choices in life: give up,
give in, or GIVE IT ALL YOU'VE GOT!"
- Les Mills
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By Anita Giles MS, CCC-A Audiologist,
Physicians Hearing Center

wondered why your ears don’t sleep? Your ears are your first line of
defense. Your ears are scanning the environment for stranger danger even when you are talking, listening, or sleeping. They keep us
safe by alerting us to sounds such as alarms or waking us up when
we hear an unfamiliar sound in the night. Hearing helps us locate a
sound, whether it be the voice of a loved one or the direction of a
siren. Hearing is known as the survival sense. In military service, it
provides the first source of information before enemy contact.
What happens when you lose the ability to detect sound? Loss of
hearing disrupts the ability to detect and identify crucial sound information. The misinterpretation of sound delays and diminishes
the ability to respond to a command or warning signal in an emergency, which compromises safety.
If a person is unable to hear well, they are going to need alerting
devices that inform them when something is happening. Alerting
devices are technologies that let a person know there is an emergency or event happening. For example, alerts can be put in place
to let a person know when someone is at their door.
Alerting or alarm devices use light, sound, or vibrations to signal
when something is happening. They can be found on doorbells,
telephones, alarm clocks, timers, or baby monitors. In addition,
they can be used with security systems, fire alarms, smoke detectors, and other safety devices to alert a person in an emergency.
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Remote receivers can be placed all around the house, so that no
matter where the person is, they will receive the alert. Emergency
Alert Response Systems (EARS) can be placed in cars.
Being able to hear keeps us safe. In commemoration of the Great
Chicago Fire in 1871, October is Fire Prevention Month to raise
fire safety awareness. If the only way to know there is a fire in your
home is to be awakened by a fire alarm, the only way to protect a
person who is hard of hearing is to have functioning alerting devices in their home. Please take the time to access the resources listed
below to find out what you can do to keep those that you care about
safe and alert to all the vital sounds that are part of life.
Resources for alerting devices for Deaf and Hard of Hearing:
www.hearworldusa.com/alerting-notification-systems/
www.hearingloss.org/hearing-help/technology/alerting-devices/
www.oaktreeproducts.com/catalog
www.firstalert.com/fire-prevention-month.html
www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/assistive-devices-people-hearing-voicespeech-or-language-disorders
www.thedetroitbureau.com/2022/01/stellantis-first-to-offeremergency-vehicle-alert-system/
www.dynomapper.com/blog/27-accessibility-testing/463-assistivedevices-for-impairments-in-hearing-voice-speech-and-language

Ars Nova School
of the Arts
2828 Drake Ave.
Huntsville, AL 35805
www.arsnovahsv.com
info@arsnova.com

256.883.1105

DR. JOSEPH FLEETWOOD comes
from the United Kingdom where
he taught at the Universities of St
Andrews and Aberdeen and the
Guildhall School of Music and Drama
Junior Department. He is a graduate
of the Royal College of Music and
has an active career as a soloist
and accompanist.
His students have
studied at famous
conservatoires, and
he is a specialist in
the ABRSM system
of examinations.

DEVELOPING PERFORMERS AND MUSICIANS
bestversionmedia.com
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The Importance of Breast and Cervical Cancer Screenings
(BREAST CANCER AWARENESS MONTH)
By Taneia Surles, MPH Happi Health
Throughout the month of October, pink ribbons are seen across
social media, in healthcare facilities, and donned on t-shirts to represent Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Breast Cancer Awareness
Month has been nationally recognized for over four decades to raise
awareness about breast cancer and discuss the importance of yearly
mammograms.
Breast cancer, the second most common cancer amongst American women, affects around 255,000 women annually in the United
States and causes about 42,000 deaths each year. Breast cancer primarily affects women, but is found in 1 in 100 men (CDC, 2021).
Risk factors for breast cancer includes women aged 50 and older,
changes in family history of breast conditions, inherited genes, obesity, and other genetic and behavioral reasons.
Signs and symptoms of breast cancer are (Mayo Clinic, 2022):
• Lumps in breast or thickening of breast tissue
• Change in size, shape, or appearance of breasts

SERVICES PROVIDED:
• Primary Care
• Urgent Care
• Women's
Health
• Family
Medicine

• Physicals
• Men's Health
• Behavioral
Health
• Pediatric
Care

www.happihealth.org

HAPPI Health is proud
to announce we provide
the COVID VACCINE and
COVID TESTING.
During the Covid-19 pandemic
our offices are offering
TeleHealth Medicine*
visits to our patients.

813 Franklin St SE, Huntsville, AL
2597 Sparkman Drive NW, Huntsville AL

* Please do note that you must be an established patient
of HAPPI to qualify for Telehealth Medicine visits.

DR. KYLE

Phone (appointments):

256.519.3650

• A newly inverted nipple
• Crusting, flaking, peeling, or scaling around the nipple or on
breast skin
• Redness on the breasts
While breast cancer in certain cases is not preventable, there are
ways to reduce the chances of developing cancer or detecting it
before it progresses into later stages.
Here is how to take preventive measures against breast cancer:
• Get regular breast cancer screenings from a healthcare provider
• Do self-check exams at home
• Adopt a healthy diet
“Screenings should start at age 40 but may start earlier if there
is a family history or if you have certain genes that increase that
risk,” said Danielle Barnes, a CRNP at HAPPI Health. “Screening
is recommended once a year, although some experts recommend
twice a year.”
It is important for women to receive cervical cancer screenings,
which are done with a Pap smear and HPV test. Cervical cancer
screenings reduce the chances of developing cervical cancer. “Per
the CDC, screenings should start at age 21,” said Barnes. “Patients
can refer to the CDC or ACOG for guidelines on how frequently
they should get them.”
At HAPPI Health, we offer women’s healthcare services, which includes annual women’s health visits that can cover STD screening,
Pap smears, pelvic exams, and HPV tests. In addition, patients can
seek healthcare for other health concerns like birth control, vaginal
dryness, and UTIs.
Danielle Barnes, CRNP
Danielle attended The University of Alabama at Birmingham and
graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing in 2008. She graduated from Troy University in 2017 with her Master of Science in
Nursing. She previously worked as a registered nurse and travel
nurse before becoming a board-certified nurse practitioner through
the American Academy of Nurse Practitioners in July 2017 and has
been working at HAPPI as a family nurse practitioner since September 2017. She is also a published author and released her first
book in 2019. In her spare time, she enjoys spending time with her
family, traveling, and reading.
Sources:
Breast cancer - Symptoms and causes. (2022, April 27). Mayo Clinic.
www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/breast-cancer/symptomscauses/syc-20352470
Breast Cancer Awareness. (2021, September 22). Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
www.cdc.gov/cancer/dcpc/resources/features/breastcancerawareness/
index.htm
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Why Are My Eyes Red?
By Dr. Alana Coker, R City Eye Care
Many different causes can contribute to red eyes, but the most
common is Dry Eye Disease (DED). When DED is the cause of
redness, the eyes may be constantly red or become increasingly red
throughout the day. Typically, patients with DED will also feel that
their eyes are dry or may have burning, irritation, or even excessive
watering. Although this seems counterintuitive, the body is trying
to fix the dryness by overproducing water. The redness is usually
mild to moderate when DED is the culprit.
Living in Huntsville, we all know allergies can contribute to red
eyes. In most cases, allergic conjunctivitis affects both eyes simultaneously and causes itching and watering. It can also cause a thick,
stringy discharge. In extreme cases, fluid can become trapped behind the conjunctiva and cause a bubble-like appearance on the
eyes’ surface, a condition called chemosis. Additionally, the eyelids can become swollen and red in extreme cases.
Infectious conjunctivitis usually falls into one of two categories:
bacterial or viral. Bacterial conjunctivitis is more common in children and typically affects just one eye, although it can be transferred to the other eye in cases of cross-contamination. It produces
a thick, yellow-green discharge, and the eye is often crusted shut
upon waking. Viral conjunctivitis is more common in adults and
often accompanies a “cold” or upper respiratory infection. It is
usually in both eyes, although one may be affected first, and often
produces a white or yellow discharge that is normally thinner than
the discharge produced by bacteria.

A subconjunctival hemorrhage causes extreme redness that is typically localized to one part of the eye. It occurs when one of the
small blood vessels on the surface of the eye bursts and spills blood
into the space behind the conjunctiva. It is usually harmless and can
be caused by coughing, sneezing, vomiting, or trauma. It is more
common in people who take aspirin or prescription blood thinners.
Rarely, it can be a sign of something more serious, like high blood
pressure or a blood clotting disorder, usually in recurrent cases.
Subconjunctival hemorrhages can take several weeks to fully clear,
but, although unsightly, they are not an infection risk.
If you have a red eye or eyes, the best course of action is to see your
optometrist to determine the cause and appropriate treatment. Let’s
see better together!

Infections related to contact lenses are also a common cause of red
eye(s), especially when contact lenses are overworn or not cared
for properly. The most serious is a corneal ulcer, which is usually
caused by bacteria. Corneal ulcers cause redness, pain, tearing,
light sensitivity, and blurred vision. These infections need to be
treated aggressively to prevent long-term complications or vision
loss. Another cause of red eye(s) in contact lens wearers is infiltrative keratitis, which is a form of inflammation. The response is
typically milder than a corneal ulcer, and the eye(s) become red,
irritated, and inflamed due to bacteria on the contact lens surface.

bestversionmedia.com
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Lymphatic Drainage Massage and Your Health
By Annie Ogle, Lymphatic Specialist of North Alabama, LMT #2218
Why should I receive a lymphatic massage? That is a question I
am asked almost daily. Lymphatic massage is the most medically
researched modality, and the most written about massage that is
published in medical publications. The lymphatic system is sometimes called the “garbage man” of your body as it collects debris
and other components that are sent to the nodes and purified. After
purification it is then sent to the blood system and there it is decided to release, reuse, or recycle. When a component is too toxic,
the blood will send it back to the lymphatic system for the lymph
nodes to re-purify. Some components, for example, chemo drugs,
tattoo ink, dyes, medications, anesthesia, mold and chemical exposure and other toxic waste, and this recycling can go on for
years, if you never have a lymphatic massage to flush components
out and have your nodes checked. Another example is a client
who came for lymphatic massage and had had chemo treatments
over 16 years prior. As she was receiving her massage, she stated
that she could taste the chemo, Wow! I mostly work on surgery
patients, but I highly recommend lymphatic massage for other issues, i.e., liver issues, compromised immune system, headaches,
anxiety, PTSD, depression, et cetera. We also have lymph vessels
in the brain that drain about three pounds of toxins from the brain

Lymphatic Drainage Specialists
of North Alabama
Annie Ogle, LMT #2218
Lymphatic Drainage Specialist
910 Merchant’s Walk, Huntsville, Alabama

931.638.6116
arogle@gmail.com

www.lymphaticdrainagespecialistsofnorthalabama.com

each year. That’s about the weight of the entire brain in toxins
dumped each year. The most well-known of these brain toxins is
the infamous beta-amyloid plaque that is linked to serious cognitive decline as we age. My recommendation is having a lymphatic
massage at least four times a year; at the beginning of each season
is a good way to remember. This can assist with a good flushing
of the lymphatic system, keep your immune system stronger, and
help fight off becoming sick. At Lymphatic Drainage Specialists
of North Alabama office, we offer Immunity Boosting Packages
that include herbal foot soaks, castor oil packs, and assorted herbal teas, along with the massage of your choice.
Becoming a Lymphatic Drainage Massage Specialist has gone
right along with all things healthy. Becoming a Certified Health
Coach several years ago – from the Dr. Sears Wellness Institute
and also a Certified Independent Health Coach with Optavia, and
most recently a Certified Life Coach, health and wellness are always on my mind. Caring for my clients and customers include
working with the whole person: body, mind, heart, and spirit. As a
health and life coach I work with individuals who want to become
the best version of themselves, which can be through healthier
eating, working through depression, weight concerns, self-care,
job related, relationship related, or just needing accountability.
Choices each day can be frustrating at times and sometimes we
just need to talk to someone about whatever is going on. Please
feel free to visit my website www.healthandlifecoachannie.com
and learn more about me and the services I offer.

ALABAMA LICENSED HOME BUILDER AND GENERAL CONTRACTOR

AUNT CONNIE’S

Pet Sitting Service
256-690-7027
“We Can Stop A Leak In A Creek”
Roofing| Renovations|Additions
A GAF Master Elite Certified Contractor.
"Our dedication to customer satisfaction
has been the key to our success"

1462 Jordan Road Huntsville, AL 35811
(256) 533-1213 • lewisandsonroofing-hsv.com
sales@lewisandsonroofing-hsv.com
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Connie Glenn
OWNER

Taking Care of Your
Pets When You Can't
Over 50 years of experience
Aunt Connie Will Care When You’re Not There
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Stress Reduction Through
Mindfulness Training
By Tom Fandre, Owner Club
Mindful Huntsville

RECIPE CORNER

Pumpkin
Bread
BY TORI S. BEVENS

INGREDIENTS:
3 cups flour
2 1/2 cups sugar
1 1/2 tsp salt
2 tsp baking soda
3 tsp pumpkin
pie spice
4 eggs
2/3 cup water

Living with greater ease and happiness in turbulent times.
Practicing mindful stress-reduction can change your life by rewiring the way your brain responds to life's challenges. These practices increase life-satisfaction, happiness, creativity and gratitude;
and are scientifically validated to reduce stress, anxiety, depression,
shame and fear of failure. This workshop is designed for anyone
interest in learning skills to better tolerate life's inevitable emotional
and physical ups and downs and improve resilience, energy, and
creativity.

Participants will learn and practice:

1 cup coconut
oil, melted
1 cup pumpkin
puree

DIRECTIONS:
Pre-heat your oven to 350°. Mix the dry ingredients together and,
in a separate bowl, mix the wet ingredients. Combine both sets of
ingredients slowly with a mixer until well blended. Grease two medium
sized-baking bread pans with a little coconut oil, and then pour the
batter into the pans. Cook in the oven for about an hour or until a
toothpick inserted in the middle comes out clean.

• Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR)
• Mindful Self-Compassion (MSC)
• Viewing mistakes and pain as part of being human and as opportunity to learning
• Replacing self-criticism with more self-kindness
• Boosting awareness gratitude and appreciation for the positives
in life
This training consists of six ninety minute classes
Thursday, 10/13-11/17
Time: 4:30-6:30pm
Tuition: $200
Location: Mill Kat Healing Arts, Huntsville

Lisa Philippart LPC LLC

NCC, BCPCC, BC-TMH

Licensed Professional Counselor
LIVING LIFE COUNSELING CENTER
44 Hughes Rd, Suite 1050, Madison, AL 35758
256.326.0909 (Cell)
256.631.7898 (Office)
256.542.3366 (Fax)
urlifematters@hotmail.com or
Lisa.P@livinglifecounselingctr.com
livinglifecounselingctr.com
PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS: Alabama Counseling Association (ALCA),
American Association of Christian Counselors (AACC), National Board of Certified
Counselors (NBCC) • Chi Sigma Iota (CSI), Active Minds Advisor at Athens State University
Most Major
Insurances Accepted

Online or In-Person
Meetings Available

Only HSP-Therapist
in North Alabama

For more information please write or call:
clubmindfulhsv@gmail.com
408-509-7298

About the Instructor
Tom Fandre has been a mindfulness instructor at Stanford Hospital
for five years and just opened Club Mindful Huntsville. His own
challenges with toxic stress led him to this amazing field more than
10 years ago. He provides stress-reduction training and coaching
privately and within the healthcare, corporate, military, sports and
academic settings. He's a graduate of the Mindfulness-Based Stress
Reduction Professional Teacher Training Program & The Practicum in Mind-Body Medicine at the UMass Center for Mindfulness
and the Applied Self-Compassion Training at Stanford University.
Visit www.clubmindful.com to learn more.
bestversionmedia.com

“Cultivating Truth,Goodness and Beauty”
3910 A Spring Ave, Decatur, AL 35603

256.353.6543
www.saintanndecatur.org
BRANDI LUMLEY -Principal
principal@saintanndecatur.org
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Beer & Wine Festival Returns to
Toyota Field On October 22
By Aaron Cheris, Coordinator of Media Relations
Rocket City Trash Pandas
More than 100 selections available at
Trash Pandas Beer & Wine Festival
Madison, Alabama – The Beer & Wine Festival is back at Toyota
Field on Saturday, October 22. Over 100 beer, wine, and spirit selections will be available for unlimited sampling for guests ages 21
and older.
Special packages are available in advance for those seeking a VIP
Experience, a Painting Experience, or General Admission tickets.
On October 22, only General Admission tickets will be available.
Upon entry, all guests must present valid ID and will receive a
commemorative tasting glass that can be kept after the event. Parking at Toyota Field is free. No minors will be permitted.

Vip Experience: Admission costs $75 for this experience that begins at 1 p.m. Guests will have the opportunity to enjoy the culinary creations at Chef’s Interactive Buffet made with local brews
and Spirits. VIP guests will receive a souvenir tasting glass, pretzel
necklace, and exclusive swag bag. Tickets are limited for this experience and must be purchased in advance of the event.

The Trash Pandas are proud to partner with Old Black Bear, Tito’s,
and HBT Smokers for this one-of-a-kind event, which will feature
selections from breweries from across the region. From 1:45-4:45
p.m., the Unique Live Band will be performing at the HBT Smokers Stage, located on the concourse.

Painting Experience: Admission costs $55 and includes admission
to the Beer & Wine Fest as well as a place in one of two hour long
sessions from either 1:30-2:30 or from 3:30-4:30. Guests will be
able to create and take home their own masterpiece while enjoying bottomless mimosas during the painting session. Tickets to this
experience are also limited and must be purchased in advance of
the event.

“When It Comes To Basements ALLIED Is All In”

General Admission: Admission costs $35 per person in advance of
the event and increases to $45 on October 22. Includes three hours
of unlimited beer, wine, and spirit samplings on the concourse.

Local And Family Owned Contractor
Customer First Approach
Proven Basement Waterproofing Solutions
Mold Treatment and Removal
Financing Options

256.580.3210
www.AlliedCrawlSpace.com
Alliedcs@yahoo.com
Providing Solutions To The Community Since 2011
Member NAHB, NARI, Basement Systems Network, Crawlspace Network

Specialty Areas: All ticket holders will have access to specialty areas inside Toyota Field. The Wayne’s Picnic Patio will be converted
into the Tito’s Copper Top Lounge with specialty cocktails, games,
and more. The Inline Electric Rock Porch will feature a silent disco
and specialty drinks available for purchase. At the Bullpen Bar,
there will be craft beer tastings, beer pong and cornhole, with more
specialty drinks available for purchase. At Swifty’s Pretzel Stand,
Bavarian Pretzels will be available to purchase, and the Pretzel
Necklace Stand will have necklace kits.
Designated Driver: Admission costs $10 per person with access
to the Toyota Field concourse and includes unlimited soft drinks
and water.

Nuisance
Wildlife
Control
For all your nuisance animal problems and repairs

JAMES SWEEZY
256.636.1168
www.theanimalcontrol.com
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Rocket City Trash Pandas Reveal 2023 Schedule
By Aaron Cheris, Coordinator Media Relations Rocket City Trash Pandas
Season Begins at Toyota Field on April 6 vs. Chattanooga
The Rocket City Trash Pandas are thrilled to announce the schedule for the 2023 Southern
League season. The third season in Trash Pandas history will begin at home for the first
time, with Opening Night at Toyota Field scheduled for Thursday, April 6 against the
Chattanooga Lookouts.
“The 2022 season has been incredible so far and it’s hard to believe it’s nearing the end,”
Trash Pandas Executive Vice President and General Manager Garrett Fahrmann. “As we
get ready to finish off a thrilling 2022 season with the first Trash Pandas playoff games
at Toyota Field, we are looking forward to working this off season in preparation for the
2023 season.”
Major home dates at Toyota Field include a Memorial Day weekend series against Chattanooga ending on Sunday, May 28, an Independence Day matchup against Chattanooga
on Tuesday, July 4, and a season-long 12-game homestand from May 16-28 against Birmingham and Chattanooga.
The full 138-game schedule runs from April 6 through Sunday, September 17 and features
69 home games at Toyota Field and 69 road games against seven Southern League opponents. The Trash Pandas will play 87 total games against North Division rivals Birmingham, Chattanooga, and Tennessee as well as 51 games against South Division foes Biloxi,
Mississippi, Montgomery, and Pensacola.
The Trash Pandas will end the first half of the season with a six-game series against Montgomery from June 20-25 and wrap up the regular season with a six-game series at Tennessee from September 12-18. The final home series at Toyota Field is scheduled for
September 5-10 vs. Pensacola.
Fireworks will light up the Rocket City sky following all Friday and Saturday home games,
as well as on Opening Night on April 6, special Memorial Day Fireworks on Sunday, May
28, and an Independence Day spectacular for a total of 27 postgame fireworks shows in
2023. More weekly promotions return
including Ladies Night on Tuesdays,
Dog Day Wednesdays, and Kids Run
The Bases following each Sunday
home game. A full list of promotions
will be unveiled in 2023. Game times
for the 2023 season will be announced
at a later date.
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We are the only Trampoline and
Tumbling Program in North Alabama!

2018 Trampoline and Tumbling
Club of the Year by USA Gymnastics
Homeschool Classes
Recreational and Competitive Classes
Contact us today to schedule your

FREE TRIAL CLASS
Call or Text 256-701-4581
Or Contact Cara Merino
Email: mtgahsv@gmail.com
Web: www.mtgahsv.com

Fans that have booked groups for the
2022 season within our hospitality
spaces will have early access to renew for dates during the 2023 season.
There is still time to book a group in
2022, with six regular home games
remaining at Toyota Field, as well as
up to four Southern League playoff
games in late September.
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Mercedes-Benz E-Class – The New Standard
The 2022 Mercedes-Benz E-Class is truly a sight to behold
both inside and outside. It has a wonderfully appointed cabin,
incredibly quiet and has some amazing technology, such as dual
displays on its dashboard. The E350 is powered by a turbo 4
cylinder and the E450 has a straight turbocharged six cylinder.
The ride is as close to perfect as possible. Every model E-Class
comes with automatic high beam headlights. It is available in
4Matic all wheel drive. Adding to this wonderful ride are optional multi – contour front seats with massage functions and
ventilated front seats.
Engine Transmission and Performance
Every E-Class has a nine speed automatic transmission. The E350
has 255hp and comes in either rear wheel drive or all wheel drive.
The E450 is unique in that besides the turbo charged six cylinders;
it has a 48 volt hybrid system that acts like a supercharger. The
comfort setting has an optional air suspension and the steering is
very firm and accurate.
Mileage For The E-Class
The four cylinder E350 is rated 22mpg in the city and 31mpg on the
highway with rear wheel drive and 22mpg city and 30mpg highway with all wheel drive.

By Bob Druckman, Publisher South Huntsville Neighbors

Interior and Cargo Space
The E-Class cabin looks like it stepped out of a dream. It has brushed
aluminum, and amazingly comfortable seats. All models of the EClass have standard ambient lighting (which can be changed to the
drivers’ preference), heated front seats, a 12.3 inch digital gauge
cluster and memory settings for the driver and passenger seats. Options include, a head- up display, massaging front seats, a panoramic
sunroof and ventilated front seat cushions. There is plenty of space
for luggage and groceries.
Connectivity
The E-Class comes standard with a 12.3 inch touch screen and can
be easily controlled by a touchpad on the center console or simply by
your voice. The MBUX system comes standard with Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto. The Burmester stereo and wireless charging are
optional.
Safety Features
It’s a Mercedes so of course the safety features are beyond first rate.
The esteemed NHTSA has given the E-Class a 5 star rating. It comes
standard with many driver assists, such as automated emergency braking and blindspot monitoring. There are also many options available.

Mercedes-Benz The Best Or Nothing
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